Synovial hemangioma originating from the 4th finger tendon sheath
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Abstract

Synovial haemangiomas are benign vascular lesions that originate from any synovial tissue, which may behave like locally aggressive. Haemangiomas developing in the hand in relation to tendon and the tenosynovium (tendon sheath) are very rare. Among the differential diagnosis for lesions of the hand, synovial hemangioma of the articular surface and tendon sheath is often overlooked due to its rare nature. A 49-year-old woman applied for a mass on her right dominant hand forth finger above the flexor tendon at the 4th metacarpophalangeal joint site is presented in this study. An ultrasonography was planned which confirmed a soft tissue lesion above the 4th flexor tendon at the 4th metacarpophalangeal joint site with appearance similar to giant cell tumour of the tendon sheath. After excision, the histopathologic analysis demonstrated tenosynovial haemangioma. The rare causes of finger masses should be considered also during the differential diagnosis. Local invasions and recurrence may be prevented with early surgical treatment and total excision of the lesion.
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INTRODUCTION

Congenital vascular malformations are rare and may involve any region of the body (1). The upper extremity is involved in 30% to 60% of patients with vascular malformations (2). Haemangiomas occurring in relation to the tenosynovium in the hand are also uncommon. In the literature only a few cases are reported arising in relation to the tenosynovium of the tendons of the hand (3-7).

Treatment for these lesions represents a challenge because recurrence of these lesions is common and lesions are often much more extensive than suggested by the physical examination. Surgical intervention often depends on the location of the malformation, symptoms, and the vessels involved. In this article we report a patient with a synovial haemangioma arising from her right hand forth finger flexor tendon.

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old right hand dominant woman admitted to orthopedic clinic with a swelling and severe pain on her right 4th finger. From her history the lesion was painfull and it had first appeared about six months before and it had been gradually enlarging until the last two months. The swelling extended over the volar surface of her 4th finger in the zone II region and the pain was worsening radiating along her ring and palm. She noted nearly 1*0.5 cm soft tissue mass at the volar base of her 4th flexor finger which was tender to touch and normothermic. There was moderate pain with passive and active extension of the 4th finger, localized to the volar aspect of the 4th metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints.

She reported no additional pathology or trauma or any associated fevers or rigors. No neurovascular deficit or limitation of hand function was observed. There was no pathogic sign on XR Imaging. An ultrasonography (USG) was arranged which confirmed a soft tissue lesion above the 4th flexor tendon sheath. Surgical exploration was considered with a probable diagnosis of a giant cell tumour because of the location and clinical presentation of the tumour. A zigzag incision was made and a 1*1 cm dark red non-pulsatile, fleshy, dusky, vascular tumour was appeared over the 4th flexor tendon sheath (figure 1).

The pathological specimen was sent to the pathologist for examination. Histology report revealed that the tenosynovium was expanded by a dilated, thin-walled vascular lesion. The appearances were those of a synovial haemangioma of the tenosynovium of the flexor tendons. The patient was informed of the histology and
its prognosis and is under regular review in clinic. There became no limitation of hand function and the patient could return her daily activities after 2 weeks after the operation. At her last follow-up at six months following the procedure there was no evidence of any recurrence.

Figure 1. Intraoperatif photo of a 1*1 cm dark red non-pulsatil, fleshy, dusky, vascular tumour over the 4th flexor tendon sheath.

DISCUSSION

Although hemangiomas are common in the upper extremity involving in 30% to 60% of patients with vascular malformations (2), haemangiomas occurring in relation to the tenosynovium in the hand are relatively uncommon. In the hand these tumours generally have been described in relation to peripheral nerves or muscles (8-10). Also the literature describes only a few cases of a vascular malformation in a tendon sheath (3-7). For this reason they don’t come to mind at the differential diagnosis of hand tumors. Due to the non-specificity of the symptoms and physical examination clinical diagnosis of these uncommon tumours is quite difficult, Devaney et al reported a low rate of 22% clinically and 67% in the first pathological evaluation (11). As in our case, more often it is involved in the differential diagnosis of giant cell tumor.

Synovial hemangiomas are typically seen in children and young adults who present with complaints of pain and/or swelling. Often these masses have been present for many months before they cause a complaint which prompts medical attention (12). Our case was a 46 year old woman and there was nonspecific symptoms as swelling and severe pain for 6 months and the differential diagnosis could be made after excisional biopsy and histologic examination.

Although these lesion are generally benign and have slow-growing process, early diagnosis and treatment is important to prevent local invasions and recurrences. Wide surgical excision is the treatment of choice and ensures reduced rates of recurrence which can be common with this lesion (13). We completely excise the synovial hemangiomas from the normal tendon sheath. There became no limitation of hand function and the patient could return her daily activities after 2 weeks after the operation. At her last follow-up at six months following the procedure there was no evidence of any recurrence.

In conclusion, surgeons must consider synovial hemangioma as a rare cause of finger masses and it should be kept in mind during the differential diagnosis. Although these lesions commonly occur as a slow-growing process, local invasions and recurrences may be prevented with early surgical treatment and total excision of the lesion.
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